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ABSTRACT. The unique measurement capabilities of ICESat-2 allow high7

spatiotemporal resolution of complex ice-dynamic processes that occur during8

a surge. Detailed and precise mapping of height changes on surge glaciers has9

previously escaped observations from space due to limited resolution of space-10

borne altimeter data and the surface characteristics of glaciers during surge11

such as heavy crevassing. This makes geophysical interpretation of deformation12

and assessment of mass transfer di�cult. In this paper, we present an approach13

that facilitates analysis of the evolution of geophysical processes during a surge,14

including height changes, crevassing, mass transfer and roughness evolution.15

We utilize all data from 2 years of ICESat-2 observations collected during16

the mature phase of the Negribreen Glacier System (NGS) surge in 201917

and 2020. The progression of the NGS surge has resulted in large-scale18

elevation changes and wide-spread crevassing making it an ideal case study to19

demonstrate ICESat-2 measurement capabilities, which are maximized when20

coupled with the Density Dimension Algorithm for Ice (DDA-ice). Results21

show the expansion of the surge in upper Negribreen which demonstrates22

the unique ability of ICESat-2/DDA-ice to measure a rapidly changing surge23

glacier and provide the best estimates for cryospheric changes and their24

contributions to sea-level rise.25
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1. INTRODUCTION26

1.1. Glacier Surging: Relevance, Complexity and Observation from Space27

Processes of ice-dynamic instability, such as glacial acceleration, have been identified by the28

Intergovernmental Panel of Climate Change (IPCC, AR6, Chen and others (2021)) as a source of “deep29

uncertainty” in our understanding of ice sheet and glacier evolution and their contribution to future sea-30

level rise. Glacier surging is a type of glacial acceleration and is poorly understood due to surges being31

relatively rare events with dramatic ice deformation occurring on short timescales resulting in a paucity of32

comprehensive observations. The lack of surge observations, particularly those at resolution high enough to33

resolve the complex surge processes, limits our community’s ability to analyze this important phenomenon34

(Clarke, 1987; Tru↵er and Echelmeyer, 2003; Mayer and Herzfeld, 2000; Jiskoot, 2011; Herzfeld and others,35

2013a).36

A surge-type glacier will cycle quasi-periodically between a long quiescent phase of normal flow and a37

short surge phase when flow speeds rapidly accelerate by a factor of 10 to 200. Negribreen, a large glacier in38

eastern Spitsbergen, Svalbard, began to surge in 2016 for the first time in over 70 years (Lefauconnier and39

Hagen, 1991; Strozzi and others, 2017; Herzfeld and others, 2021). Negribreen continues to surge through40

2023, though it is gradually decelerating from its peak velocities in 2017 (Haga and others, 2020; Herzfeld41

and others, 2022). A feed-back system of acceleration, crevassing and ice-ocean interaction has already led42

to accelerated mass loss of the Negribreen Glacier System (NGS). There is a possibility that the Negribreen43

surge may trigger pervasive mass loss and a potential disintegration of the entire glacier system, similar to44

the collapse of the Vavilov Ice Cap in the Russian Arctic (Willis and others, 2018).45

Surges are limited geographically to particular regions of the cryosphere, clustered mostly in46

Alaska/Yukon, Svalbard, high mountain Asia and around the periphery of the major ice sheets (Dolgushin47

and Osipova, 1975; Kamb and others, 1985; Kamb, 1987; Björnsson, 1998; Molnia and Post, 1995; Herzfeld48

and Mayer, 1997; Mayer and Herzfeld, 2000; Murray and others, 2003; Björnsson and others, 2003; Tru↵er49

and Echelmeyer, 2003; Jiskoot and others, 2003; Jiskoot, 2011; Flowers and others, 2011; Lee and others,50

2013; Sevestre and others, 2015; Bhambri and others, 2017; Trantow and Herzfeld, 2018; Kochtitzky and51

others, 2020; Vale and others, 2021; Banerjee and others, 2022; Yao and others, 2023; Guillet and others,52

2022). While new satellite technologies have allowed detection of over 100 surge-type events from 2017-202253

(Kääb and others, 2023), very few of these events have received dedicated studies that map and document54

individual surges making investigation of surge mechanisms and processes a data-starved problem.55
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Geophysical processes that are characteristic of a surge include rapid acceleration, crevassing, mass56

transfer within the glacier, advance of the ice front, and changes in the internal hydrological system of the57

glacier (Meier and Post, 1969; Kamb, 1987; Harrison and Post, 2003; Tru↵er and others, 2021). The first four58

characteristics in particular are best and most directly observed with altimetry. However, observations of59

surge glaciers from space are usually limited to radar imagery (e.g., Luckman and others (2002); Murray and60

others (2003); Guan and others (2022); Wuite and others (2022); Kääb and others (2023)), which typically61

focus on velocity analysis yet lack the spatial resolution to resolve crevasses, and field measurements (e.g.,62

Kamb and others (1985); Björnsson and others (2003); Herzfeld and others (2013b, 2022)), which are rare63

and often lack spatial and temporal coverage.64

Detailed and precise mapping of height changes of surge glaciers has previously escaped observations of65

space, because of limited resolution of space-borne altimeter data and heavy crevassing of the ice surface66

as is characteristic during a surge. This makes geophysical interpretation of deformation and assessment of67

mass transfer di�cult.68

In this paper, we present an approach that facilitates analysis of the evolution of geophysical processes69

during a surge, including height changes, crevassing, mass transfer in the glacier and roughness evolution.70

We utilize all data from 2 years of ICESat-2 observations collected during the mature phase of the71

Negribreen surge in 2019 and 2020. The unique measurement capabilities of ICESat-2 allows resolution of72

the complex ice-dynamic processes that occur during a surge in space and time in an altimeter data set.73

1.2. The Study Area: Negribreen, Svalbard74

The Negribreen Glacier System, a large glacier system in Arctic Svalbard (Figure 1(a)), surged in late 201675

reaching speeds of 21m/day during its peak in July 2017, equivalent to 200 times its normal quiescent76

velocity (Strozzi and others, 2017; Herzfeld and others, 2021). In response to this rare event, the author’s77

Geomathematics, Remote Sensing and Cryospheric Sciences Group at the University of Colorado, Boulder,78

conducted three airborne survey campaigns of the glacier system in the summers of 2017, 2018 and 201979

(Herzfeld and others, 2022), whose data supplements the analysis in this paper (see Section 2.2).80

The NGS consists of Negribreen, where the majority of the surge activity occurs, Rembebreen, a southern81

tributary glacier in the upper glacier system, and two main tributary glaciers flowing in from the north:82

Akademikarbreen feeding Negribreen in the upper glacier, and Ordonnansbreen further down-glacier (Figure83

2). The NGS receives large amounts of inflowing ice from the Filchnerfonna accumulation zone above the84

NGS to the west. The divide between Filchnerfonna and the NGS as we have defined it in this paper85
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is somewhat arbitrary as the two ice masses are connected by a series of glaciers and ice falls (e.g.,86

Transparentbreen) and are dynamically connected, which we show in this paper. However, the vast majority87

of the surge activity, particularly in 2019 and 2020, occurs below the Filchnerfonna and as such we define88

the bounds of the NGS using the black line in Figure 2, which excludes Filchnerfonna.89

Negribreen consists of polythermal ice and is marine-terminating and thus the mechanisms leading to90

surge behavior, along with surge evolution as a whole, di↵ers from a surge in a temperate and/or land-91

terminating glacier such Bering Glacier, Alaska (Dowdeswell and others, 1984; Murray and others, 2003;92

Trantow, 2020). Similar to other observed surges in tidewater glaciers in Svalbard (Strozzi and others, 2017;93

Nuth and others, 2019), Negribreen began accelerating near the terminus after a collapse in the frontal94

area (location indicated in Figure 1(b))), and surge e↵ects, such as crevassing and increased velocities,95

propagated upglacier a↵ecting other parts of the greater Negribreen Glacier System (Herzfeld and others,96

2021; Haga and others, 2020). High velocities and enhanced calving occurring during the surge has led to97

massive mass loss in the system, which has contributed to sea-level rise.98

The mass loss and disintegration of the glacier system is immediately apparent by examining the time99

series of Landsat-8 imagery in Figure 1 from 2018-2021 (RGB imagery at 30 m resolution, Roy and others100

(2014)). The NGS terminus has seen massive deformation with the “tooth” of Ordonnansbreen becoming101

completely detached from the main system by 2021 (see Fig. 1(e)). Detailed altimeter documentation of102

the Ordonnansbreen tooth detachment is provided by the ICESat-2/DDA-ice time series in Section 4.3.3.103

1.3. ICESat-2 and the DDA-ice104

NASA’s ICESat-2 satellite, launched on 15 September 2018, provides high-resolution height measurements105

of ice sheets and glaciers via its state-of-the-art micro-pulse photon-counting lidar technology (Markus and106

others, 2017; Neumann and others, 2019). ICESat-2’s payload, the Advanced Topographic Laser Altimeter107

System (ATLAS), provides height observations at 0.7 m along-track-resolution, a significant upgrade to its108

predecessor, ICESat’s Geoscience Laser Altimeter System (GLAS), which provided height estimates every109

173 m along-track from 2003-2009 (Zwally and others, 2002).110

ATLAS operates at 532 nm (green light) and consists of 3 pairs of strong and weak beams with each pair111

separated by 3.3 km in the across-track direction (Neumann and others, 2019; Martino and others, 2019).112

Each strong beam is separated from its weak counterpart by 90 m across-track and 2.5 km along-track.113

The ratio of transmit energies between strong and weak is approximately 4:1 in order to compensate for114

varying surface reflectance. The transmitter array rotates its orientation approximately every 6-months so115
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(b) (c)

(d) (e)

(a)

Fig. 1. Landsat-8 images of the Negribreen Glacier System 2018-2021. Location of the Negribreen Glacier

System (red box) within the Svalbard archipelago. Landsat-8 RGB imagery (30 m resolution) acquired (b) 2018-09-30

with the location of the surface collapse that initiated the surge circled in black, (c) 2019-08-20, (d) 2020-07-31 and

(e) 2021-08-08 with Ordanonnsbreen’s tooth indicated by the black arrow.

that either the weak beams lead (flying “forwards”, spacecraft orientation = 1), or the strong-beams lead116

(flying “backwards”, spacecraft orientation = 0)(see Figure 3 and Table 1 of Herzfeld and others (2021)).117

ICESat-2 flies at ⇠500 km altitude and orbits in a 92� inclination, thus providing measurements up118

to ±88� latitude. The satellite flies in an exact 91-day repeat cycle and is divided into 1387 reference119
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ground tracks (RGTs) (Neumann and others, 2019, 2020b). All-in-all, ICESat-2 provides 6 measurement120

opportunities across a 6.6 km swath every 70 cm along its flight path, repeating every 91-days.121

Several factors limit the ideal spatiotemporal measurement resolution of ICESat-2 in the cryosphere,122

the most significant being cloud cover through which green-light is severely attenuated. Other factors123

contributing to weak or non-existent return signals over ice include di↵use scattering, the presence of water124

or dirt, and pre-scheduled satellite maneuvers that either pause active measurement for maintenance or125

calibration purposes, or point the instrument o↵ its normal track in order to better capture a particular126

phenomenon (Luthcke and others, 2021; Magruder and others, 2021). Signals are further complicated by127

noise emanating from the solar background or from the instrument itself (Martino and others, 2019).128

Furthermore, NASA’s o�cial ice-surface height product ATL06 (Smith and others, 2020), only resolves129

surface heights with 40 m postings at 20 m spacing and does not take full advantage of the high-resolution130

capabilities of ICESat-2 (Herzfeld and others, 2021).131

The Density-Dimension Algorithm for Ice Surfaces (DDA-ice), however, fully exploits ICESat-2’s132

measurement capabilities by identifying height-signals at the native resolution of 70 cm (Herzfeld and133

others, 2017, 2021). At this resolution, important geophysical processes can be measured such as crevassing,134

calving and rifting (Herzfeld and others, 2021). In the present study, we employ the DDA-ice algorithm in135

order to maximize ICESat-2’s ability to capture geophysical processes in a rapidly changing glacier system136

that is actively surging.137

2. DATA138

2.1. ICESat-2 ATL03 Data139

The DDA-ice algorithm takes as input the ATLAS/ICESat-2 L2A Global Geolocated Photon Data (ATL03)140

(Neumann and others, 2020b). We use release 4 (revision 1) of these data in this analysis (Neumann and141

others, 2020a). The ATL03 data give height above the WGS 84 ellipsoid (ITRF2014 reference frame) along142

with latitude, longitude and time for all the photons downlinked from ICESat-2.143

ATL03 data are segmented by granules that each cover 1/14th of a single orbit. Granules are given144

in HDF5 format and are freely available through NASA or from the National Snow and Ice Data145

Center (NSIDC). Granules are named using the format ATL03 [yyyymmdd][hhmmss] [ttttccss] [vvv rr].h5,146

where[yyyymmdd][hhmmss] is the date and time of acquisition associated with the first data point in the147
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granule, [tttt] is the reference ground track (RGT) number, [cc] the cycle number, [ss] the segment number148

and [vvv rr] the version and revision numbers.149

For our analysis of Negribreen, we attain all granules covering the NGS between 1 January 2019 and 31150

December 2020. With the NGS lying between latitudes 78.5�N 78.8�N, the segment number is equal to151

either 03 if the satellite as ascending during data collection or equal to 05 if the satellite is descending.152

The cycle number identifies the number of 91-day cycles that have elapsed since ICESat-2 entered its153

science orbit. Our analysis here uses data that spans eight cycles from cycle 02 to cycle 09. Each cycle154

is divided into 1387 unique Reference Ground Tracks (RGTs). There are 9 RGTs that provide significant155

data coverage of the NGS: 91, 152, 389, 450, 594, 831, 892, 1036 and 1334. Nine RGTs spanning 8 cycles156

equates to 72 granules for this two-year analysis. With all six beams covering part of the glacier system157

for each RGT, we process a total of 432 measurement passes in this analysis. The specific granules used in158

this analysis are identified in the Supplementary Material (negri data 2019 2020.xlsx).159

ICESat-2’s six beams are labeled as gt1l, gt2l, gt3l, gt1r, gt2r and gt3r. The strong beams can be160

associated with either the left (l) or right (r) side depending on the orientation of the ICESat-2 observatory,161

which switches every six months or so in order to maximize the solar illumination of the solar panels. At162

the beginning of 2019, ATLAS was in its “backward” orientation with left ground tracks corresponding163

to strong beams and right ground tracks corresponding to weak beams. ATLAS switched to its “forward”164

orientation in September 2019 resulting in strong beam identification by the right ground tracks. A switch165

back to the “backwards” orientation occurred in June 2020.166

2.2. Airborne Altimeter and Image Data167

We collected airborne altimeter data in the summers of 2017, 2018 and 2019 as part of a campaign to168

document the surge of Negribreen (Herzfeld and others, 2022; Herzfeld and Trantow, 2021). Our analysis169

here utilizes the data collected during the 2019 campaign, which under-flew several ICESat-2 tracks in170

upper Negribreen on 13 August 2019.171

For the 2019 campaign, height measurements were attained using a LaserTech Universal Laser System172

(ULS) instrument that operates at 905 nm. The ULS was used in conjunction with a 1-Hz LORD 3DM-173

GX5-15 Virtual Reference Unit, i.e. an IMU, along with a 10-Hz Trimble R10 rover GPS in order to attain174

accurate height estimates. Both the ULS and GPS were attached the skids of a helicopter which was flown175

100-200 m above the ice surface during operation of the laser. With an e↵ective measurement rate of 400176

Hz, the ULS provided glacier surface heights every 0.06-0.08 m along-track.177
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Fig. 2. ICESat-2 survey lines over the Negribreen Glacier System. The survey lines for each of ICESat-2’s

three beam-pairs are color coded by their Reference Ground Track (RGT) while the NGS borders are given by the

black line. The thick lines correspond to the part of the track that is analyzed in this paper which is mostly equivalent

to the boundaries of Negribreen Glacier. Left/Right (L/R) beam-pairs are separated by ⇠90 m on-ice which is within

line thickness over Negribreen in this figure. Background image from Landsat-8 acquired 2019-08-05.

Specifically, the 2019 flight campaign under-flew two beam pairs: RGT 594 (gt1l and gt1r) from 5 August178

2019, and RGT 450 (gt1l and gt1r) from 18 August 2019 (Herzfeld and others, 2022). These two tracks179

passed over interesting crevassed areas in upper Negribreen (Fig. 2) and their dates of collection coincided180

with the field campaign. Crevasse characteristics along these tracks were quantified in Herzfeld and others181

(2021) and Herzfeld and others (2022) which found a close agreement between crevasse morphology, spacing182

and depth between ULS data and ICESat-2 data.183
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Selected photos from the 2019 campaign, taken with a handheld Nikon D5100 Single-Lens Reflex (SLR)184

camera, are given in Figures 3 and 4. During the campaign in August 2019, much of the lower glacier185

was covered in low-lying mixed-phase clouds (MPCs) (Shupe and others, 2006; de Boer and others, 2009;186

Shupe and others, 2011; Gierens and others, 2020) (Fig. 3(a)). MPCs in Svalbard occur in every season187

within 1 km of the surface, and have a complicated structure consisting of supercooled liquid and ice layers188

that obviously obscure the glacier ice-surface (Gierens and others, 2020). These ephemeral low-lying clouds189

restricted airborne surveys to the upper NGS for several, but not all, flights in 2018 and 2019.190
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 3. Imagery from the airborne campaign flights over Negribreen in August 2019 (Part 1). (a)

Low-lying clouds covering the lower glacier and terminus (photo looking downglacier, DSC 0753). (b) Young surge

crevasses in upper Negribreen (acquired 13 August 2019, DSC 0898). (c) Large and complex crevasses exceeding 30 m

depth in the center-front of the glacier just above the terminus (DSC 0422).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 4. Imagery from the airborne campaign flights over Negribreen in August 2019 (Part 2). (a)

Snow-bridged crevasses seen most clearly in the left-foreground with the white, fresh snow covers the top of the

open crevasses, DSC 0656. (b) Water-filled crevasses, DSC 0819. (c) Crevasses near the Negribreen-Akademikarbreen

Medial Moraine (NAMM) are filled with water indicating a disruption in the local englacial drainage system,

DSC 0344. Fresh crevassing through surge expansion a↵ected this area along the northern NAMM in early 2020,

shortly after this photo was taken.
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2.3. Sentinel-1 SAR Data191

We used Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) imagery from the European Space Agency’s (ESA’s) Sentinel-1192

satellite (Geudtner and others, 2014) to derive velocity estimates on Negribreen. Mean velocity estimates193

are derived for several characteristic time periods between 2019 and 2020 which are used to supplement194

the ICESat-2 analysis by providing basic information on changes in the velocity field associated with the195

surge.196

There are two Sentinel-1 satellites labeled A and B, which in tandem provide repeat imagery every 6-197

days for a given location. ESA freely provides the Sentinel Application Platform (SNAP) software to derive198

surface velocity estimates for ice sheets and glaciers using o↵set tracking methods. O↵set tracking methods199

measure feature motion between two images using patch intensity cross-correlation optimization.200

Over Negribreen, Sentinel-1 operates in the Interferometric Wide (IW) swath mode acquiring data with201

a 250 km swath at 5 m by 20 m spatial resolution. The SNAP toolbox o↵set tracking method takes as202

input the Level-1 Ground Range Detected (GRD) product from two Sentinel-1 images. These images are203

separated by a temporal baseline, which in our analysis is usually equal to 12-days, i.e. the length the204

repeat cycle of a single Sentinel-1 satellite. The GRD products are updated with more accurate orbit205

data and are then coregistered based on geometry given by the ACE-30 Digital Elevation Model (DEM).206

We then perform o↵set tracking providing a 300 m by 300 m resolution velocity product with missing or207

low-confidence data interpolated up to 1 km.208

Four characteristic velocity maps from 2019 to 2020 are provided in Figure 5. It is clear in each map209

that Negribreen is surging, reflected by elevated speeds (> 1 m/day), while the tributary glaciers remain at210

typical quiescent speeds well below 1 m/day. Velocity magnitudes are largest near the front of Negribreen211

and decrease across its length with elevated speeds still present near the border with Filchnerfonna in the212

upper glacier.213

Figure 5(a) displays mean velocity magnitudes near the beginning of our study period between 2019-01-05214

and 2019-03-30, with maximal velocities reaching 4 m/day. The relatively long 3-month baseline used here,215

compared to the 12-day baselines in the other maps, demonstrates the possible issue when using feature216

tracking methods at locations where large and rapid deformation is occurring. The largest deformation217

events on Negribreen during this time are occurring near the front of the glacier system which may explain218

why this velocity pattern di↵ers from the others in this series around the front 5 km of the glacier.219
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Figure 5(b) provides mean velocity estimates between 2019-08-11 to 2019-08-23, corresponding to the220

time of the August 2019 field campaign of (Herzfeld and others, 2022). Maximal surge speeds were near 6221

m/day. Typically, by August, maximal surge speeds begin to slow significantly from their July maximum.222

Figure 5(c) provides mean velocities between 2020-07-10 and 2020-07-22 when the glacier system is223

moving its fastest for the year due to an abundance of meltwater that lubricates the glacier base. Maximal224

velocities in July 2020 reached 10 m/day, similar to those in July 2019.225

Finally, Figure 5(d) gives mean velocities between 2020-12-19 and 2020-12-31 near the end of our analysis226

period. This map provides typical velocities during winter time in Negribreen in 2019 and 2020 with227

maximal velocities around 4 m/day.228

3. METHODS229

3.1. DDA-ice: High Resolution Surface Heights from ICESat-2 Data230

We applied the DDA-ice algorithm to the raw photon data found in ATL03 to identify the ice-surface231

signal at sensor resolution, which is then interpolated at 5 m (or less) resolution to attain a final ice-surface232

height estimate that is used for further analysis. The full mathematical description of the DDA-ice is found233

in Herzfeld and others (2017) and Herzfeld and others (2021).234

The central idea of the DDA-ice is to calculate the “density” of returned photons as an additional235

dimension for identifying signals in the photon cloud. Density is calculated for each photon using a radial236

basis function that weights neighboring photons using an 2D anisotropic Gaussian kernel biased in the237

horizontal direction. An auto-adaptive thresholding scheme identifies signal photons by finding the densest238

photons, which vary in magnitude along-track due to di↵erent reflectance properties, background noise and239

time-of-day. Finally, the DDA-ice uses a ground follower to provide a surface estimate by interpolating the240

signal photons, weighted by density, at a specified resolution. The surface resolution is increased when the241

algorithm suspects high surface roughness, such as crevasses, so that these features are correctly traced.242

The DDA-ice uses algorithm-specific parameters to best identify the type of surface under investigation.243

Three important parameters that control the shape of the weighting kernel include the standard deviation244

of the Gaussian distribution (sigma, s), the amount of standard deviations used for weighting (cuto↵, u)245

and the anisotropy factor (a) that specifies the ellipticity of the kernel with positive values giving a more246

horizontally-stretched shape. There are two main parameters that control the thresholding which include247

the quantile (q) and the o↵set factor (k). The interpolated surface estimate given by the ground follower248
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 5. Negribreen velocity maps from 2019-2020. Maps are derived from Sentinel-1 SAR data. (a) Mean

surface velocities between 2019-01-05 to 2019-03-30 (m/day). Over a longer ⇠3 month baseline, velocity information

can become lost or skewed in areas of high deformation as seen near the terminus. (b) Mean surface velocities between

2019-08-11 to 2019-08-23 (m/day). This baseline spans the 2019 airborne campaigns in August 2019. (c) Mean surface

velocities between 2020-07-10 to 2020-07-22 (m/day) with peak surge speeds exceeding 8 m/day. July typically sees

the fastest ice-surface speeds in Negribreen. (d) Mean surface velocities between 2020-12-19 to 2020-012-31 (m/day)

at the end of the study period in December 2020 which shows typical velocities during the winter months of 2019

and 2020.

has a resolution, R, and provides increased resolution around rough surfaces by a factor of r. The increased249

resolution is triggered by the roughness parameter, S, that specifies a standard deviation limit for the250
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vertical distribution of thresholded signal photons. Finally, the estimated depth of crevasses is controlled251

by the crevasse-quantile parameter, Q. The specific parameter values we use in this analysis of Negribreen252

are given in Table 1.253

3.2. ICESat-2/DDA-ice Data Processing254

We ran the DDA-ice on all ICESat-2 ATL03 data over Negribreen from January 2019 through 2020 using255

the parameters from Table 1, which are close to the “default” parameters given in Herzfeld and others256

(2021). The same parameter values were used for both the strong and the weak beams. We began by257

processing all the strong beam data for a given cycle, which consists of three beams per pass with 9 passes258

(individual RGTs) per cycle. After each run we manually filtered out all the cloudy data by looking at the259

DDA-ice results so as to be sure that we retain only ice-surface signals.260

For each beam pass we calculated the along-track “ice-signal fraction” as an indicator of the cloudiness261

of each measurement pass over the NGS (Column 2 in Table 2). The ice-surface fraction takes the length262

along-track for which a valid ice-surface height was estimated and divides it by the total along-track survey263

length. The total along-track survey length (in meters) for each beam pass over the NGS is given in Column264

3 of Table 2).265
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symbol meaning value

s standard deviation 3

u cuto↵ 1

a anisotropy 5

q threshold quantile 0.75

k threshold bias o↵set 0

l slab thickness (m) 30

R resolution of ground follower (m) 5

r factor to reduce the R parameter 5

Q crevasse depth quantile 0.5

S standard deviation threshold 1.75

of thresholded signal to trigger

small step size in ground follower (m)

Table 1. DDA-ice parameters for Negribreen runs in this analysis. The same parameters were used for both

the strong and weak beams. Ground-follower resolution when ice surface is rough: With R = 5 and r = 5, then the

crevasse-follower resolution is 1 m.
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RGT and beam Ice-signal fraction ratio for each pass NGS coverage length (m)

RGT 91 gt1l 0, 1, N/A, 0, 0.9759, 0, 0.4475, 0.9415 14835

RGT 91 gt1r 0, 1, N/A, 0, 0.8015, 0, 0, 0.9330 14910

RGT 91 gt2l 0, 1, N/A, 0, 0.9275, 0, 0.3188, 0.6482 27255

RGT 91 gt2r 0, 1, N/A, 0.0127, 0.7699, 0, 0, 0.9604 27240

RGT 91 gt3l 0, 1, N/A, 0, 0.8893, 0, 0.1431, 0.9997 19795

RGT 91 gt3r 0, 1, N/A, 0.0026, 0.6979, 0, 0, 1 19625

RGT 152 gt1l 0, 1, N/A, 0.9983, 1, 1, 0, 0.8267 12405

RGT 152 gt1r 0, 1, N/A, 0.9832, 0.8015, 0, 0, 0 12945

RGT 152 gt2l 0, 1, N/A, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0 13205

RGT 152 gt2r 0, 1, N/A, 1, 0.7699, 0, 0, 0 13140

RGT 152 gt3l 0.4680, 1, N/A, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0.7419 17070

RGT 152 gt3r 0, 1, N/A, 1, 0.6979, 0, 0, 0 16865

RGT 389 gt1l 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0.9147, 0, 0.4372 24510

RGT 389 gt1r 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0.8347, 0, 0.7558 25855

RGT 389 gt2l 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0.9030, 0.3192 28570

RGT 389 gt2r 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0.9113, 0, 0.8746 28580

RGT 389 gt3l 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0.9489, 0.9366 15200

RGT 389 gt3r 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0.8728, 0, 0.9913 14885

RGT 450 gt1l 0.3259, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0.5635, 1 34085

RGT 450 gt1r 0.7462, 0, 1, 0.9976, 1, 1, 0.5886, 1 33945

RGT 450 gt2l 0.2556, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0.9637, 1 10085

RGT 450 gt2r 0.4030, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0.8338, 1 9955

RGT 450 gt3l 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1 2995

RGT 450 gt3r 0, 0, 0.9933, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1 2930

Table 2. Coverage statistics of each RGT and beam over the NGS for 2019-2020 (part 1). This table is

a summary of the dat sheet negri data 2019 2020.xlsx.
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RGT and beam Ice-signal fraction ratio for each pass NGS coverage length (m)

RGT 594 gt1l 1, 0.6278, 1, 0.8892, 0.9373, 1, 0 21205

RGT 594 gt1r 1, 0, 0.9998, 0.9624, 1, 1, 1, 0 21275

RGT 594 gt2l 1, 0.6083, 1, 0.9372, 0.9366, 1, 0 19410

RGT 594 gt2r 1, 0, 1, 0.6994, 1, 1,1, 0 19345

RGT 594 gt3l 1, 0.852, 1, 0.9488, 0.9588, 1, 0 9245

RGT 594 gt3r 1, 0, 1, 0.7857, 1, 1, 1 ,0 9130

RGT 831 gt1l 0,1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0.9821 1510

RGT 831 gt1r 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0 1505

RGT 831 gt2l 0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1 11210

RGT 831 gt2r 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0 , 0, 1 11196

RGT 831 gt3l 0.0899, 1, 0.5379, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1 29625

RGT 831 gt3r 0, 0, 0.3165, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1 29625

RGT 892 gt1l 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0.9918, 1 7295

RGT 892 gt1r 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0.9178, 1 7410

RGT 892 gt2l 1, 0.1214, 0.6287, 0, 1, 0, 0.7826, 1 12800

RGT 892 gt2r 1, 0, 0.3504, 0, 1, 0, 0.6948, 1 13135

RGT 892 gt3l 1, 0.4993, 0.4898, 0, 1, 0, 0.8043, 1 29030

RGT 892 gt3r 1, 0, 0.4618, 0, 1, 0, 0.7361, 1 29920

RGT 1036 gt1l 0.8343, 0.1976, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0.7521, 0 11565

RGT 1036 gt1r 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0.8224, 0 10810

RGT 1036 gt2l 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0.9581, 0 8235

RGT 1036 gt2r 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0.8395, 0 8265

RGT 1036 gt3l 0, 0.0678, 0, 0, 1, 0.7024, 0 18880

RGT 1036 gt3r 0, 0.2084, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0.6544, 0 19640

RGT 1334 gt1l 1, 0.2680, 0.9997, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0.3898 24382

RGT 1334 gt1r 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0.6998 24200

RGT 1334 gt2l 1, 0.6567, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0.6323, 10020

RGT 1334 gt2r 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0.8037 9995

RGT 1334 gt3l 1, 0.7915, 0.9862, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0.9958 9435

RGT 1334 gt3r 1, 0, 0.9799, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1 9830

Table 3. Coverage statistics of each RGT and beam over the NGS for 2019-2020 (part 2). This table is

a summary of the dat sheet negri data 2019 2020.xlsx.
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Next, we processed all the weak-beam data for which the associated strong-beam pair yielded a non-zero266

ice-signal fraction. Typically, the weak-beam provided a non-zero ice-surface fraction when the associated267

strong-beam gave an ice-signal fraction greater than 0.9.268

3.3. Surface Height Change Determination269

We analyze ice-surface height change across each of the 54 ICESat-2 ground tracks across Negribreen in270

2019 and 2020 in order to estimate mass transfer occurring during the surge evolution. At the resolution271

of the DDA-ice interpolated ground estimate (1-5m) however, high-resolution morphology, particularly272

crevasses, complicate the bulk height change estimate. For example, young surge crevasses forming and273

evolving in upper Negribreen (Figure 4(b)), which can reach depths of 30 m, act to underestimate the274

mean surface height of the glacier surface, especially when ground follower resolution is refined over the275

crevasses. That is, the cross-sectional area of the crevasse voids at the surface is small compared to the276

total cross-sectional area across the width of the glacier. Height change analysis is further complicated if277

the geophysical signal we are tracking corresponds to crevasse deepening of crevasses advection. Therefore,278

for height-change estimates in the case of young surge crevasses in upper Negribreen, we estimate surface279

height of the glacier surface by using the 90th percentile height for every 30 m along-track bin.280

Crevasses in lower Negribreen are more complex and have undergone several deformational processes at281

this point in the surge. While originally they may have resembled the young crevasses in upper Negribreen,282

large-scale dynamics near the front of the glacier have transformed these mature crevasses to appear283

markedly di↵erent from those in Upper Negribreen as seen in Figure 3(c). Here, the cross-sectional area of284

crevasse voids is significantly large compared to the total cross-sectional area. We therefore calculate surface285

heights for height-change analysis in this region by taking the 50th percentile surface height for every 30 m286

along-track bin. This gives the average surface height within the 30 m bin and smooths out processes that287

change individual crevasse characteristics that may complicated surface height change determination.288

3.4. Roughness and Crevasse Characteristics289

From ICESat-2/DDA-ice surface heights, vario functions are calculated to derive surface roughness values,290

which are characteristic of the spatial structure of the ice surface (Herzfeld, 2008; Herzfeld and others, 2021).291

Every 200 m along-track, we calculate discrete first-order vario function vectors, vk = [v1, ..., vj , ..., vN ],292

within 400 m windows centered at location xk, which act on n pairs of height estimates, z(xi) and z(xi+h)293

separated by some lag distance h grouped in bins defined by the vector h, whose bounds are indexed by j:294
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vkj =
1

2n

nX

i=1

(z(xi)� z(xi + h))2 (1)

where xi is the along-track location of a height estimate (z) and h is the separation, or lag, distance between295

pairs of points with hj�1 < h  hj , for j = 1, ..., N , with h0 = 0. We use N = 10 discrete lag distance bins296

of length 40 meters to characterize the surface at a given point xk, implying h = [0, 40, 80, ..., 400].297

In cases where there are underlying regional trends in the data, such as a glacier’s surface slope, it is298

more useful to use the residual variogram to quantify roughness (Herzfeld, 2008). Using the mean value m299

at a center point xk, given by300

mk
j =

1

n

nX

i=1

(z(xi)� z(xi + h)) (2)

the residual variogram V for a reference center point xk is defined as301

V k
j = vkj � 1

2
mk

j (3)

where lag distance bins hj�1 < h  hj , for j = 1, ..., N are used in both equations 2 and 3.302

We derive an estimate of surface roughness at point xk, ⇣k, by taking the maximum of V k (i.e. the infinity303

norm):304

⇣(xk) = |V k|1 = max(V k) (4)

The parameter ⇣ is equivalent to the 1D res pond parameter in Herzfeld (2008), though in the current305

analysis we refer to this quantity simply as roughness (of the glacier surface). This parameter is also306

derived using 2D (residual) vario functions applied to satellite imagery of a surging Bering Glacier, Alaska,307

in Trantow and Herzfeld (2018).308

Additional crevasse and crevasse field characteristics, i.e. crevasse spacing and depth, are calculated from309

the DDA-ice height outputs for selected ICESat-2 tracks. Crevasse spacing and depth are determined310

using a simple deterministic algorithm Herzfeld and others (2013b, 2021, 2022), which identifies individual311

crevasses when the so called jump height between crevasse top and crevasse bottom exceeds 2 meters.312
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3.5. Roughness Change Determination313

We calculate mean rates of roughness change in 2019-2020 using the roughness measure, ⇣ (or respond),314

derived in Equation 4. While we are interested in the year-to-year dynamical component of roughness315

change, it is important to consider its significant seasonal component. During the winter months of snow316

accumulation, approximately October through April, crevasses of moderate and narrow widths can become317

covered, or bridged, by snow. These snow-covered crevasses can persist throughout the summer in locations318

of low deformation as seen in Figure 4(a). In this case, only the widest crevasses will be detected by the319

DDA-ice, which finds the primary signal. The DDA-bifurcate-seaice algorithm (Herzfeld and others, 2023)320

is able to detect secondary signals such as those beneath the water surface, but is not employed in this321

analysis as it is not yet reliably adapted to land-ice applications. Because many crevasses are bridged322

by snow in winter, analysis of roughness change is derived using data from summer months only when323

snow-bridges are the least prevalent (roughly May through October). During peak melt season in July324

and August however, crevasses exist that are filled with water at locations where the surge deformation325

has destroyed normal englacial drainage paths that route water from the glacier surface to the base (see326

image in Figure 4(b)) (Kamb and others, 1985; Harrison and Post, 2003). Water-filled crevasses are present327

throughout the glacier system but a↵ect only a small number of the total crevasses (Herzfeld and others,328

2022), and therefore should not significantly a↵ect the overall roughness estimates in this analysis.329

4. RESULTS330

4.1. Surface Height and Surface Height Change331

4.1.1. Surface Heights and Data Coverage for each ICESat-2 Cycle332

Along-track ice-surface height estimates yielded by the DDA-ice ground follower at 1-5 m resolution, as333

determined by the algorithmic parameters in Table 1, are given for the four cycles in 2019 (Figure 6) and334

the four cycles in 2020 (Figure 7). Heights in the NGS range from ⇠0 m (sea-surface height) at the terminus335

to over 800 m in the upper tributary glaciers.336

The most sparse coverage of the glacier system occurs during the late-summer/autumn months,337

particularly in the lower part of the glacier system, when low-level mixed-phase clouds (MPCs) have their338

highest occurrence (Shupe and others, 2006; de Boer and others, 2009; Shupe and others, 2011; Gierens339

and others, 2020) (see Figure 3(a)). During all but a couple cycles, Akademikarbreen is more densely340
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covered than Ordonnansbreen likely due to the local orography which strongly influences the occurrence341

and characteristics of MPCs (Gierens and others, 2020).342

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 6. 2019 Negribreen ice-surface height data from the DDA-ice for single ICESat-2 cycles (91 days).

(a) January-March 2019, (b) April-June 2019, (c) July-September 2019, (d) October-December 2019.

4.1.2. Surface Height Rate of Change (2019-2020)343

Figure 8 gives the average surface height rate of change from 2019 to 2020 following the processes outlined344

in Section 3.3. While this calculation provides mean height changes in meters per year, it is important to345

note that the majority of the change occurs in the summer months, with very little height change between346

January and April. This is seen more clearly in the times series plots of Section 4.3.347
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 7. 2020 Negribreen ice-surface height data from the DDA-ice for single ICESat-2 cycles (91 days).

(a) January-March 2020, (b) April-June 2020, (c) July-September 2020, (d) October-December 2020.

Figure 8 shows general thinning in the upper glacier above 5.85⇥105m UTM-East and general thickening348

in the lower glacier below, implying a mass transfer from the upper glacier to the lower glacier. Surface349

heights grew between 2019 to 2020 in the front ⇠1/3 of the glacier at a rate reaching 30 m/year near350

Negribreen’s terminus. A chaotic pattern of tightly spaced surface lowering and surface gains exceeding ±351

30 m/yr near the center-front of the glacier reflects the generation and advection of massive and complex352

crevasses (see image in Figure 3(c)).353

Surface lowering occurs in the upper ⇠2/3 of Negribreen, while surface heights remain mostly constant354

on tributary glaciers such as Akademikarbreen and Rembebreen, which is seen clearly at the crossing of the355
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medial moraines in Figure 8. Aside from a slight lowering near its terminus, Ordonnansbreen also saw little356

changes in surface height from 2019 to 2020 despite the significant height changes occurring just across the357

medial moraine on the surging Negribreen.358

There is, however, a clear surface lowering of around 8 m/yr on Transparentbreen, which connects359

Negribreen to the Filchnerfonna accumulation zone above the NGS. Thus, the surge of Negribreen is360

a↵ecting additional parts of the glacier system, expanding beyond the main glacier, across Transparentbreen361

and into the large catchment area above the glacier (Filchnerfonna). Transparentbreen appears to be the362

only tributary glacier in the NGS experiencing significant height-change during the surge expansion from363

2019 to 2020.364

Fig. 8. Rates of change of glacier surface height during the 2019-2020 part of the recent Negribreen

surge. Surface height change rate in meters per year.

4.2. Surface Roughness and Roughness Change365

Crevassed regions are indicated by high surface roughness (Herzfeld, 2008; Herzfeld and others, 2014;366

Trantow and Herzfeld, 2018; Herzfeld and others, 2021, 2022). Negribreen’s ice-surface roughness, given by367

⇣ in Equation 4 (res pond), for the four ICESat-2 cycles of 2019 and 2020 is shown in Figures 9 and 10368

respectively. The medial moraines provide a clear boundary between the rough and surging Negribreen and369

the relatively smooth surfaces of the non-surging tributary glaciers. In general, roughness is larger further370
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downglacier as the surging ice experiences more deformation events moving through the glacier system371

with the strongest events experienced near the glacier front where surge velocities are largest (Figure 5).372

Figure 11 gives the mean rate of change of dynamically-induced roughness over the 2019-2020 period373

of the NGS surge following the approach discussed in Section 3.5. Negribreen began surging in 2016 near374

the glacier front and has expanded upglacier as the surge matures (Haga and others, 2020; Herzfeld and375

others, 2022). We see that for the most part, surface roughness has decreased in the lower glacier reflecting376

reduced surge activity at that location. There are locations in the lower glacier however, that have seen377

increased roughness indicating the continued occurrence of strong, but isolated, surge deformation events.378

In contrast, large portions of the upper glacier experienced increased roughness over the study time379

interval (e.g., yellow regions in Figure 11), which reflects the expansion of the surge up-glacier in Negribreen.380

Large increases in surface roughness also occurred in the ice falls between the Filchnerfonna and Negribreen,381

which illustrates further expansion of surge e↵ects beyond Negribreen and into the accumulation zone above382

the glacier.383

4.3. Time Series of ICESat-2 Surface Height Profiles384

In this section, we analyze time series of selected ICESat-2 profiles that allow derivation of glaciological385

changes associated with the surge of the NGS in 2019-2020. We present a subset ICESat-2 profiles, identified386

by their associated RGT and beam, based on the glaciological insight that their result provided. The full387

collection of ICESat-2 time series for each of the 54 ICESat-2 profiles can be found in the supplementary388

material (negri.change.suppl.pdf).389

4.3.1. Detection of New Surge Crevasses and Changes in Existing Crevasse Fields390

ICESat-2 data analyzed with the DDA-ice facilitate identification of crevasses (Herzfeld and others, 2017,391

2021, 2022). Here we utilize this crevasse detection capability to analyze and map the progression of the392

surge through the NGS in 2019-2020.393

All crevasse fields observed and analyzed here evolved morphologically through expansion or contraction,394

advection down-glacier, formation of a snow-bridge and/or filling with water. An example of crevasse395

expansion is given by the occurrence of new crevasse fields formed in upper Negribreen along RGT 594 gt1l396

as seen in Figure 12(b) between 8.727 and 8.728 ⇥105 UTM-North where a smooth, uncreavssed ice-surface397

is reported in early 2019 (orange and yellow lines), and at the same location new crevasses have opened398

by November 2019 (green line). This particular finding indicates that additional crevasse fields formed399

in the southern part of upper Negribreen in late 2019, south of an existing larger crevasse field closer400
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 9. 2019 Negribreen roughness data per cycle as given by the logarithm of the logpond parameter.

(a) January-March 2019, (b) April-June 2019, (c) July-September 2019, (d) October-December 2019.

to the boundary with Akademikarbreen. The latter crevasse field was overflown during the airborne field401

campaigns in 2018 and 2019 (Herzfeld and others, 2021), and RGT 594 gt1l as a whole was utilized in the402

validation campaign of Herzfeld and others (2022). Another example of the detection of crevasse expansion403

is found along RGT 594 gt2l in Figure 12(d) near 8.726 ⇥105 m UTM-North where large crevasses formed404

along Negribreen’s southern margin between February and April 2020.405

Further evidence of the expansion in upper Negribreen is given by the time series of RGT 450 in Figure406

13(a)-(d). Large crevasses reaching 10 m depths near the southern margin formed in early 2020 similar407

to those detected in the nearby RGT 594 data (Figure 12). Note that beam-pair 1 of RGT 450 is also408
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 10. 2020 Negribreen roughness data per cycle as given by the logarithm of the logpond parameter.

(a) January-March 2020, (b) April-June 2020, (c) July-September 2020, (d) October-December 2020.

surveyed and analyzed in Herzfeld and others (2022), which shows consistent detection of ⇠10 m deep409

crevasses in both the ICESat-2/DDA-ice and the airborne laser altimeter (ULS) data in 2019. In addition,410

13(e)-(f), which plots RGT 152 gt3r, shows crevasse expansion across both the northern and southern411

margin between early 2019 (orange line) and 2020 (green, blue, brown lines). RGT 152 gt3r also presents412

an example of isolated crevassing and crevasse enlargement in the center of upper Negribreen near 8.729413

⇥105 m UTM-North.414

The apparent disappearance of crevasses from 2019 to 2020, such as those in Figure 12(f) near415

8.729 ⇥105 m UTM-North, may be from crevasse contraction, advection down-glacier without up-glacier416
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Fig. 11. Rates of change of roughness during the 2019-2020 part of the recent Negribreen surge.

Roughness (logpond) change rate in �pond per year.

replacement of similar crevasses, snow-bridge formation or becoming filled with water. Imagery may be417

used to determine the exact process involved. The airborne photograph in Figure 3(a), taken near 8.729418

⇥105 m UTM-North, shows that the crevasses under consideration, i.e. those found in and to the left of419

the medial moraine in the image, have become bridged by snow.420

Returning to RGT 594 gt1l, we proceed to investigate changes in the width and depth of crevasses in the421

large crevasse field seen in Figure 12(b) between 8.730 and 8.732 ⇥105 UTM-North. Mean surface height422

change (surface lowering) along this 2 km segment was -11.66 m between August 2019 and August 2020.423

Mean crevasse spacing increased from 55.45 m to 57.6 m, mean depth decreased from 10.71 m to 9.82 m,424

and maximum depth decreased from 16.01 m to 15.82 m. These changes in the crevasse characteristics425

are typical of changes in a crevasse fields that formed during earlier years of the surge in 2017 or 2018, as426

recorded during our field campaigns. This result is consistent with the plot of Figure 11 that reveals this427

region to be the only one in upper Negribreen that saw a decrease in surface roughness from 2019 to 2020.428

Over time, crevasses tend to widen a little, become shallower, and the crevasse edges are more rounded, as429

erosion progresses (Herzfeld and others, 2013b).430

In general, we find that the local maximum of crevasse depth increases from up-glacier to down-glacier431

regions of Negribreen. From ⇠16 m depth along RGT 594 gt1l in upper Negribreen, maximal depths432
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increase to ⇠22 m near the mid-glacier along RGT gt3l (Figure 12(f)) and exceed 30 m in the lower glacier433

near the terminus.434

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Fig. 12. DDA-ice results for RGT 594 over the Negribreen’s major surge-a↵ected area, 2019-2020. (a)-(b) RGT

594 gt1l, (c)-(d) RGT 594 gt2l, and (e)-(f) RGT 594 gt3l.

4.3.2. Surge Expansion Along and Across the Shear Margin435

The Negribreen-Akademikarbreen Medial Moraine (NAMM) is easily identified in airborne and satellite436

imagery as the dark dividing line between the surging ice of Negribreen and the non-surging ice to the437

north. From its formation point at the Negribreen-Akademikarbreen junction, the NAMM advects down-438

glacier, past the Lykkenhøgda hills at mid-glacier and along the Negribreen-Ordonnansbreen border in the439

lower glacier, leaving an obvious stripe through Negribreen near its northern margin. The NAMM provides440

an example of the folded moraine that can be used to identify a glacier as a surge glacier (Post, 1972;441

Lefauconnier and Hagen, 1991). The fold results from a shift in the dynamic equilibrium between a surge442

glacier (here, Negribreen) and a neighboring, non-surging glacier (Ordonnansbreen).443
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Fig. 13. Further expansion of crevasses in upper Negribreen as given by ICESat-2’s RGT 450 and 152, 2019-

2020. (a)-(b) RGT 450 gt1l, (c)-(d) RGT 450 gt1r and (e)-(f) RGT 152 gt3r.

Throughout Negribreen’s longitudinal extent, large shear stresses exist around the NAMM due to its444

boundary between the surging ice of Negribreen and the non-surging ice of the northern tributary glaciers.445

In 2017 and 2018, Herzfeld and others (2022) documented the disintegration of the lower NAMM, i.e., the446

Negribreen-Ordonnansbreen shear margin, along which the terminus retreated via processes of rifting and447

calving at a pace faster than observed elsewhere in the glacier (visualized as a “retreating bay” at the448

terminus). The formation of bays and melange areas occur at former areas of so-called chaotic crevasse449

types (Herzfeld and others, 2013a), which are often found at locations with large shear stresses.450

In the current analysis of surge progression, we detect the development of additional large crevasses in451

northern Negribreen in the upper-mid glacier around the NAMM (i.e. up-glacier of the largest “retreating452

bay” observed in 2017) in 2020. Figures 14(a)-(d) display a transverse expansion of crevassing (outward453

toward the NAMM), recorded in RGT 892 gt1l and gt1r. In August 2019 (yellow lines) deep crevasses454
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(⇠10 m) are measured across the majority of the glacier with a northern extent around 8.729⇥106m455

UTM-North. By August 2020 (purple lines), one year later, these large 10 m deep crevasses are seen to456

expand transversely (northward) approximately 5 km to the extent of 8.7295⇥106m UTM-North. These457

new crevasses appear to be wider than the older ones to the south and are an indication of the intensification458

of the shear margin.459

In August 2019, before this noted expansion, large amounts of water were observed in the crevasses near460

the northern NAMM as seen in Figure 4(c). The presence of clear blue meltwater in crevasses is indicative461

of a local disruption in the englacial drainage system which can occur in when the surge progresses into a462

region. Once the drainage pathway reestablishes, the water observed in the crevasses suddenly and rapidly463

drains to the subglacial system causing a rapid acceleration of the local ice via basal sliding through464

decreased friction between the glacier base and the underlying bedrock (Cu↵ey and Paterson, 2010). A465

local surge in the ice, part of the larger surge complex experienced throughout the glacier system since466

2016, results in large crevasses such as those detected here around the NAMM.467

In Figure 14(e)-(h), gt2l and gt2r of RGT 1334 show the same transverse (northern) expansion of468

crevassing across the NAMM at the mid-glacier. The large 10 m deep crevasses expand toward the NAMM469

beginning at 8.7288⇥106m UTM-North September 2019 (yellow lines), up to 8.7289⇥106m UTM-North470

by June 2020 (blue lines) and to 8.729⇥106m UTM-North by December 2020 (brown line, visible only in471

gt2l due to partial cloud cover). Again, these changes are reflected in Figure 11 where increased roughness472

is observed from 2019 to 2020 at locations near the NAMM in upper Negribreen. Additional evidence473

of crevasse expansion along and across the NAMM is given in 13(e)-(f) for RGT 152 gt3r which surveys474

Negribreen just up-glacier of RGT 1334 gt1l/r.475

Our ICESat-2 results of fresh crevassing in mid and upper Negribreen around the NAMM indicate an476

expansion of shear margin disintegration up-glacier from a retreating bay at the terminus. Taken together,477

the NAMM disintegration and the retreating bays at the terminus illustrate the evolution of a shear margin478

with a very strong velocity gradient along a folded moraine (see velocity maps in Figure 5). This result479

demonstrates how time series of ICESat-2 data, analyzed with the DDA-ice, can be employed to derive480

quantitative information about complex surge processes, here, transverse deformation across a medial481

moraine forming a shear margin with increasingly large stress gradients as the surge evolves. To our482

knowledge, this is a new capability of satellite-based observation.483
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

(g) (h)

Fig. 14. DDA-ice results near the Negribreen-Akademikarbreen Medial Moraine (NAMM), 2019-2020. (a)-(b)

RGT 892 gt1l, (c)-(d) RGT 892 gt1r, (e)-(f) RGT 1334 gt2l, and (g)-(h) RGT 1334 gt2r.

4.3.3. Disintegration of the Ordonnansbreen Tooth484

The Ordonnansbreen tooth, a small area of ice indicated by a black arrow in Figure 1(e), has been detaching485

from Ordonnansbreen’s north terminus since the surge began in 2016. As noted earlier, Ordonnansbreen486

has been moving at quiescent speeds throughout our total observation time (2016-2021)), as seen in the487

velocity maps of Figure 5.488
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The detaching tooth, along with the greater disintegration of the ice along the nearby medial moraine489

(lower NAMM), is visualized in the time series of Landsat-8 RGB imagery from 2018-2021 in Figure 1. In490

2018 (Fig. 1(b)) the tooth is attached to the northern part of the Ordonnansbreen terminus. The tooth’s491

connection with the terminus shrinks by August 2019 (Fig. 1(c)) and becomes totally disconnected by492

July 2020 (Fig. 1(d)). Ordonnansbreen’s terminus rapidly retreats between July 2020 and August 2021493

(Fig. 1(e)), greatly increasing the distance between the shore-fast tooth and the calving front. While the494

Landsat-8 imagery helps visualize this process in two spatial dimensions, only with the ICESat-2 data495

do we get surface height and rifting-depth information to elucidate the third dimension of this rapidly496

changing glacial feature.497

We see the separation of Ordonnansbreen’s tooth in the time series of RGT 91 gt3l and gt3r (Figure 15),498

which both cross the terminus of Ordonnansbreen. The orange line in Figure 15, representing the ice-surface499

in April 2019, shows continuous ice extending from the shore line at 8.73⇥106m UTM-North to the calving500

front near 8.7274⇥106m UTM-North. By January 2020, a ⇠10 m deep rift developed near 8.7299⇥106m501

UTM-North that penetrates all the way to the ocean surface, disconnecting the majority of the tooth from502

the main glacier (see cyan-colored line in Figure 15). The rift geometry at this location appears to have503

remained relatively fixed between January 2020 (cyan) and July 2020 (purple, gt3l only) indicating little504

surge activity during this time. By September 2020 (brown lines), the rift between Ordonnansbreen and the505

tooth increased significantly from ⇠400 m to over 1.5 km in the direction of the RGT 91 survey line. The506

September 2020 results in RGT 91 gt3r (Figure 15(d)) in particular, indicate the presence large icebergs507

and an even greater separation distance nearing 5 km between the tooth and the main glacier. These results508

indicate that the process of tooth detachment occurs most rapidly during peak glacier velocities in late509

summer implying that the initial rift likely developed sometime around July or August 2019.510

Looking at the entirety of the RGT 91 gt3l/r survey lines, we observe an ice-surface lowering of 4-511

5 m across the Ordonnansbreen terminus during the 15 months between April 2019 and July 2020, i.e.,512

approximately 20% of its total thickness, indicating rapid height and mass loss. This ice-surface continued513

to lower by ⇠1 m across the entire width during the 3 months between July and September 2020. Therefore,514

while the majority of Ordonnansbreen remains in a quiescent state, the Negribreen surge still has a515

significant e↵ect on the evolution of its neighboring tributary glacier through dramatic surface lowering,516

rifting and calving at the terminus. The surge e↵ects here, along with the major deformation along its517
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medial moraine with Negribreen (lower NAMM), leave the future state of Ordonnansbreen uncertain as518

the NGS surge continues to progress.519

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 15. DDA-ice results over Ordonnansbreen’s terminus and the Ordonnansbreen tooth, 2019-2020. (a)-(b)

RGT 91 gt3l shows the disintegration of Ordonnansbreen’s terminus at its northern edge, i.e., at the tooth, above 8.729e6

UTM-North. (c)-(d) RGT 91 gt3r also displays the signal of a disintegrating northern terminus of Ordonnansbreen. Both time

series also show significant surface lowering across the terminus width.

4.3.4. Changes in the Ice Falls between the Filchnerfonna and Upper Negribreen520

The ice falls between Filchnerfonna and upper Negribreen have been areas of pervasive change during the521

2019-2020 part of the surge in the NGS, as observed during our 2019 field campaign (Herzfeld and others,522

2022). While ice falls are characterized by heavy crevassing due to steep topography, the imprint of the523

surge manifests through fresh crevasse openings along with the widening and deepening of existing crevasses.524

Figure 16 shows distinct signs of activity in the ice falls, indicative of expansion of the surge-a↵ected area525

beyond the NGS. Surge activity is most pronounced in the southern ice falls where increased crevassing526

occurs (Figures 16(b),(d)). Increased crevassing is not as prevalent along the inflowing Transparentbreen,527

which is less steep than the other inflowing glaciers from Filchnerfonna, however, there is a pronounced528

surface lowering across its entire width. The rate of surface-height lowering here is increasing as seen by the529

spacing of the later 2020 lines (purple, brown) compared to the earlier 2019 lines (yellow, green), indicating530

building surge e↵ects on Transparentbreen.531
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An important observation in the context of expansion of the surge beyond the NGS, our results motivate532

the question whether the surge in the NGS may induce a disintegration of the surrounding glacial area,533

potentially destabilizing the Filchnerfonna. A less dramatic interpretation is that significant surface lowering534

in the NGS leads to draw-down of ice flowing through the ice falls. Either way, the surge in the NGS is535

a↵ecting adjacent ice areas at the border of its accumulation zone.536

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

(g) (h)

Fig. 16. DDA-ice results near the inflow from Filchnerfonna, 2019-2020. (a)-(b) RGT 450 gt2l surveying both the

southern ice falls and Transparentbreen in the north, (c)-(d) RGT 450 gt2r surveying the ice falls and Transparentbreen, (e)-(f)

RGT 450 gt3l surveying only Transparentbreen, and (g)-(h) RGT 450 gt3r also surveying only Transparentbreen.
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4.3.5. General Mass Transfer Observations537

The surface height changes of 2019-2020 given by Figure 8, reflect significant mass transfer from the538

reservoir area in upper and mid Negribreen down-glacier to the receiving area in the lower glacier within539

5 km of the terminus. The ice-mass transferred to the receiving area is eventually transported to the Arctic540

Ocean via heavy calving during the surge. These mass transfer observations are further detailed in the541

analysis of surface height time series of the proceeding sections.542

In total, the ICESat-2 results gives a clear indication that the mass transfer is surge induced rather than543

climatically induced. As seen most clearly in Figures 12(b) and 13(d), surface height profiles overlie each544

other at the beginning and end of each track (i.e., on the non-surging tributary glaciers on the sides of545

Negribreen) but significant height change is apparent along the interior of the profile. If surface lowering546

were climatically caused (mass loss through melting), then similar height changes between 2019 and 2020547

would be observed across the entire profile.548

5. CONCLUSIONS549

In this paper, we have derived information on geophysical processes that occurred during the surge of550

Negribreen Glacier System based on analysis of 2 years of ICESat-2 ATLAS data from 2019 and 2020,551

processed with the DDA-ice. ICESat-2 data, analyzed with the DDA-ice, provide a unique and novel552

capability to obtain geophysical information on high resolution height changes during a glacier surge from553

spaceborne altimeter observations. The NGS provides an ideal study region as the main acceleration phase554

of the surge overlaps with the observation phase of the ICESat-2 mission. Negribreen’s surge started in 2016,555

with peak acceleration in 2017, while ICESat-2 launched on 15 September 2018. Here we have analyzed556

all ICESat-2 data collected between January 2019 and December 2020 over Negribreen to demonstrate our557

approach. The analysis is supplemented with velocity maps from Sentinel-1 SAR imagery and airborne558

data from our August 2019 campaign to Negribreen.559

Geophysical information on the evolution of the surge is derived from the ICESat-2/DDA-ice high560

resolution data, including: crevassing, height changes, mass transfer toward the terminus and roughness561

changes indicative of evolving crevasse fields. Height-change rates in 2019-2020 range from -30m/yr in562

the reservoir areas of upper Negribreen, to +30 m/yr in the receiving area in the lower glacier near the563

terminus. Roughness change maps indicate an expansion of the surge in upper Negribreen, particularly564

near the shear margins, while surge activity in the lower glacier lessened from 2019 to 2020.565
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Time series analysis of ICESat-2 profiles, analyzed with the DDA-ice, indicates formation of new crevasse566

fields and expansion of existing crevasse fields, as the surge progresses and a↵ects larger areas of the NGS.567

The increased surge activity from 2019 to 2020 in the upper glacier is especially seen on the inflowing568

glaciers from the Filchnerfonna accumulation zone, and along the Negribreen-Akademikarbreen Medial569

Moraine, which divides the surging ice of Negribreen and the non-surging ice of the northern tributary570

glaciers.571

The fresh surge crevassing along and across the NAMM in the mid and upper glacier in 2019-2020572

indicates disintegration along the shear margin and reflects a continuation of the deformational process573

that resulted in a “retreating bay”, an area of open water filled with melange that formed as a result of574

a strong force gradient along the shear margin between the surging ice of Negribreen and non-surging ice575

of neighboring Ordonnansbreen, near the terminus in 2017. Occurrence of water in crevasses that reaches576

almost to the ice surface height was observed near the upper NAMM in August 2019, just before the new577

crevasses were formed. Furthermore, our analysis of surge progression in 2019-2020 provided detailed height578

information on the separation process of a segment of lower Ordonnansbreen (“Ordonnansbreen tooth”)579

from the main glacier along a rift that had formed during the surge.580

Large-scale mass transfer, extensive roughness changes, and the striking disintegration along the NAMM,581

and of Ordonnansbreen’s tooth and the lower glacier as a whole, clearly illustrate the rapid surface change582

and mass loss a glacier can experience during a surge. These results demonstrate the novel capability583

of ICESat-2, analyzed with the DDA-ice, to provide high-resolution height data uniquely capable of584

documenting these complex surge processes from space.585
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Negribreen Glacier System.
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Figure 1: ICESat-2 survey lines over the Negribreen Glacier System. NGS location in the Svalbard archipelago
indicated by a red box in the upper right inset. The survey lines for each of ICESat-2’s three beam-pairs are color coded by
their Reference Ground Track (RGT) while the NGS borders are given by the black line. The thick lines correspond to the
part of the track that is analyzed in this paper which is mostly equivalent to the boundaries of Negribreen Glacier Proper.
Left/Right (L/R) beam-pairs are separated by ⇠90 m on-ice which is within line thickness over Negribreen proper in this figure.
Background image from Landsat-8 acquired 2019-08-05.
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Figure 2: ICESat-2/DDA-ice surface height time series for RGT 91 beam pair 1 over Negri-
breen, 2019-2020. (a) Location of RGT 91 gt1l segment over Negribreen, (b) Location of RGT 91 gt1r
segment over Negribreen, (c) surface height time series of RGT 91 gt1l, and (d) surface height time series of
RGT 91 gt1r.
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Figure 3: ICESat-2/DDA-ice surface height time series for RGT 91 beam pair 2 over Negri-
breen, 2019-2020. (a) Location of RGT 91 gt2l segment over Negribreen, (b) Location of RGT 91 gt2r
segment over Negribreen, (c) surface height time series of RGT 91 gt2l, and (d) surface height time series of
RGT 91 gt2r.
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Figure 4: ICESat-2/DDA-ice surface height time series for RGT 91 beam pair 3 over Negri-
breen, 2019-2020. (a) Location of RGT 91 gt3l segment over Negribreen, (b) Location of RGT 91 gt3r
segment over Negribreen, (c) surface height time series of RGT 91 gt3l, and (d) surface height time series of
RGT 91 gt3r.
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Figure 5: ICESat-2/DDA-ice surface height time series for RGT 152 beam pair 1 over Negri-
breen, 2019-2020. (a) Location of RGT 152 gt1l segment over Negribreen, (b) Location of RGT 152 gt1r
segment over Negribreen, (c) surface height time series of RGT 152 gt1l, and (d) surface height time series
of RGT 152 gt1r.
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Figure 6: ICESat-2/DDA-ice surface height time series for RGT 152 beam pair 2 over Negri-
breen, 2019-2020. (a) Location of RGT 152 gt2l segment over Negribreen, (b) Location of RGT 152 gt2r
segment over Negribreen, (c) surface height time series of RGT 152 gt2l, and (d) surface height time series
of RGT 152 gt2r.
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Figure 7: ICESat-2/DDA-ice surface height time series for RGT 152 beam pair 3 over Negri-
breen, 2019-2020. (a) Location of RGT 152 gt3l segment over Negribreen, (b) Location of RGT 152 gt3r
segment over Negribreen, (c) surface height time series of RGT 152 gt3l, and (d) surface height time series
of RGT 152 gt3r.
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Figure 8: ICESat-2/DDA-ice surface height time series for RGT 389 beam pair 1 over Negri-
breen, 2019-2020. (a) Location of RGT 389 gt1l segment over Negribreen, (b) Location of RGT 389 gt1r
segment over Negribreen, (c) surface height time series of RGT 389 gt1l, and (d) surface height time series
of RGT 389 gt1r.
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Figure 9: ICESat-2/DDA-ice surface height time series for RGT 389 beam pair 2 over Negri-
breen, 2019-2020. (a) Location of RGT 389 gt2l segment over Negribreen, (b) Location of RGT 389 gt2r
segment over Negribreen, (c) surface height time series of RGT 389 gt2l, and (d) surface height time series
of RGT 389 gt2r.
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Figure 10: ICESat-2/DDA-ice surface height time series for RGT 389 beam pair 3 over Ne-
gribreen, 2019-2020. (a) Location of RGT 389 gt3l segment over Negribreen, (b) Location of RGT 389
gt3r segment over Negribreen, (c) surface height time series of RGT 389 gt3l, and (d) surface height time
series of RGT 389 gt3r.
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Figure 11: ICESat-2/DDA-ice surface height time series for RGT 450 beam pair 1 over Ne-
gribreen, 2019-2020. (a) Location of RGT 450 gt1l segment over Negribreen, (b) Location of RGT 450
gt1r segment over Negribreen, (c) surface height time series of RGT 450 gt1l, and (d) surface height time
series of RGT 450 gt1r.
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Figure 12: ICESat-2/DDA-ice surface height time series for RGT 450 beam pair 2 over Ne-
gribreen, 2019-2020. (a) Location of RGT 450 gt2l segment over Negribreen, (b) Location of RGT 450
gt2r segment over Negribreen, (c) surface height time series of RGT 450 gt2l, and (d) surface height time
series of RGT 450 gt2r.
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Figure 13: ICESat-2/DDA-ice surface height time series for RGT 450 beam pair 3 over Ne-
gribreen, 2019-2020. (a) Location of RGT 450 gt3l segment over Negribreen, (b) Location of RGT 450
gt3r segment over Negribreen, (c) surface height time series of RGT 450 gt3l, and (d) surface height time
series of RGT 450 gt3r.
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Figure 14: ICESat-2/DDA-ice surface height time series for RGT 594 beam pair 1 over Ne-
gribreen, 2019-2020. (a) Location of RGT 594 gt1l segment over Negribreen, (b) Location of RGT 594
gt1r segment over Negribreen, (c) surface height time series of RGT 594 gt1l, and (d) surface height time
series of RGT 594 gt1r.
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Figure 15: ICESat-2/DDA-ice surface height time series for RGT 594 beam pair 2 over Ne-
gribreen, 2019-2020. (a) Location of RGT 594 gt2l segment over Negribreen, (b) Location of RGT 594
gt2r segment over Negribreen, (c) surface height time series of RGT 594 gt2l, and (d) surface height time
series of RGT 594 gt2r.
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Figure 16: ICESat-2/DDA-ice surface height time series for RGT 594 beam pair 3 over Ne-
gribreen, 2019-2020. (a) Location of RGT 594 gt3l segment over Negribreen, (b) Location of RGT 594
gt3r segment over Negribreen, (c) surface height time series of RGT 594 gt3l, and (d) surface height time
series of RGT 594 gt3r.
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Figure 17: ICESat-2/DDA-ice surface height time series for RGT 892 beam pair 1 over Ne-
gribreen, 2019-2020. (a) Location of RGT 892 gt1l segment over Negribreen, (b) Location of RGT 892
gt1r segment over Negribreen, (c) surface height time series of RGT 892 gt1l, and (d) surface height time
series of RGT 892 gt1r.
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Figure 18: ICESat-2/DDA-ice surface height time series for RGT 892 beam pair 2 over Ne-
gribreen, 2019-2020. (a) Location of RGT 892 gt2l segment over Negribreen, (b) Location of RGT 892
gt2r segment over Negribreen, (c) surface height time series of RGT 892 gt2l, and (d) surface height time
series of RGT 892 gt2r.
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Figure 19: ICESat-2/DDA-ice surface height time series for RGT 892 beam pair 3 over Ne-
gribreen, 2019-2020. (a) Location of RGT 892 gt3l segment over Negribreen, (b) Location of RGT 892
gt3r segment over Negribreen, (c) surface height time series of RGT 892 gt3l, and (d) surface height time
series of RGT 892 gt3r.
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Figure 20: ICESat-2/DDA-ice surface height time series for RGT 1036 beam pair 1 over
Negribreen, 2019-2020. (a) Location of RGT 1036 gt1l segment over Negribreen, (b) Location of RGT
1036 gt1r segment over Negribreen, (c) surface height time series of RGT 1036 gt1l, and (d) surface height
time series of RGT 1036 gt1r.
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Figure 21: ICESat-2/DDA-ice surface height time series for RGT 1036 beam pair 2 over
Negribreen, 2019-2020. (a) Location of RGT 1036 gt2l segment over Negribreen, (b) Location of RGT
1036 gt2r segment over Negribreen, (c) surface height time series of RGT 1036 gt2l, and (d) surface height
time series of RGT 1036 gt2r.
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Figure 22: ICESat-2/DDA-ice surface height time series for RGT 1036 beam pair 3 over
Negribreen, 2019-2020. (a) Location of RGT 1036 gt3l segment over Negribreen, (b) Location of RGT
1036 gt3r segment over Negribreen, (c) surface height time series of RGT 1036 gt3l, and (d) surface height
time series of RGT 1036 gt3r.
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Figure 23: ICESat-2/DDA-ice surface height time series for RGT 1334 beam pair 1 over
Negribreen, 2019-2020. (a) Location of RGT 1334 gt1l segment over Negribreen, (b) Location of RGT
1334 gt1r segment over Negribreen, (c) surface height time series of RGT 1334 gt1l, and (d) surface height
time series of RGT 1334 gt1r.
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Figure 24: ICESat-2/DDA-ice surface height time series for RGT 1334 beam pair 2 over
Negribreen, 2019-2020. (a) Location of RGT 1334 gt2l segment over Negribreen, (b) Location of RGT
1334 gt2r segment over Negribreen, (c) surface height time series of RGT 1334 gt2l, and (d) surface height
time series of RGT 1334 gt2r.
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Figure 25: ICESat-2/DDA-ice surface height time series for RGT 1334 beam pair 3 over
Negribreen, 2019-2020. (a) Location of RGT 1334 gt3l segment over Negribreen, (b) Location of RGT
1334 gt3r segment over Negribreen, (c) surface height time series of RGT 1334 gt3l, and (d) surface height
time series of RGT 1334 gt3r.
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